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An observer can't cheat by saying he's creating a new, fake account and getting all the resource,
because he doesn't have enough information to recreate anything "real". ~~~ lucb1e It's true that
you can only create as many accounts as there are resources to split, but it's also possible that the

average resource created per account doesn't really reflect the distribution. The distribution is
shifted, you'll get more users with less resources even though each user has more. The distribution

of points per person on websites is often not that even. ~~~ andreasley Yes, it's true that the
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port([get_config/0,get_rout
es/0,get_env/0]). -export([h
andle_error/1,handle_fatal_
error/1,handle_info/3]). -ex
port([init/0,handle_info/2,te
rminate/2,code_change/3])
. -include("boost.hrl"). init()

-> application:init([]) ok.
terminate(_, _) -> ok.

code_change(_, State, _) ->
State. get_config() ->
[{property, [resource,

routes],
application_properties},

{property, [resource,
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databases],
databases_properties},
{property, [resource,

environment],
environment_properties}].
handle_info(requests, State

= #config{}) -> {stop,
{shutdown, _}} =

shutdown(), {reply, ok,
State};

handle_info(requests, State
= #config{system_config

= SystemConfig}) ->
{reply, ok, State}.

bootstrap(_ServerArgs,
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Config) -> {ok,
#config{system_config =
SystemConfig, server_args
= ServerArgs}} = Config,
R = gen_routes(Config),
#routes{root = Root,
routes 6d1f23a050
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